Abstract. This paper proposes a novel approach where a Virtual Power Plants (VPP) decides the optimal power scheduling not on the basis of some predefined policies, but upon the solution of an optimization problem. The scheduling decision is dynamic as it depends on variable factors, not fully predictable, such as renewable sources availability, electrical energy price, controllable and uncontrollable loads demand and possibility of storing or releasing stored energy. The optimal solution is computed according to a genetic algorithm. Theoretical results and expectations are proved through simulations of a realistic scenario.
Introduction
The Virtual Power Plant (VPP) integrates the operation of supply-and demand-side assets to meet customer demand for energy services in both the short-and long-term. To match short-interval load fluctuations, the VPP makes extensive and sophisticated use of information technology, advanced metering, automated control capabilities, and electricity storage. The VPP concept also treats long-term load reduction achieved through energy efficiency investments, distributed generation, and verified demand response on an equal footing with supply expansion. Thus, this approach extends the boundary of utility capacity investments through the meter, with its expanding communication and control capabilities, all the way to customer-side equipment.
The VPP includes conventional generators and renewable energy sources, controllable loads and storage systems. The VPP suppliers are exposed to competition of sale of electric power and have to aim at an economic operation of power systems to obtain maximum profits. Then, the unit commitment problem is mandatory in planning and operation of power systems. The basic goal of the unit commitment problem is to properly schedule the on/off states of all the units in the system. In addition to fulfilling a large number of constraints, the optimal unit commitment should be met the predicted load demand at every time interval such that the total cost is minimum [1] .
The unit commitment problem is formulated as a combinatorial optimization problem with 0-1 variables which represents on/off status and continuous variables which represents unit power. However, the number of combinations of 0-1 variables grows exponentially as being a large scale problem. Therefore, this problem is known as one of the problems which is the most difficult to solve in power systems.
This paper presents a genetic algorithm based approach to the scheduling of generators in VPP. All the usual unit commitment constraints are considered. The main advantage of the genetic algorithm is that fairly accurate results can be obtained with a very simple algorithm. The proposed algorithm has been tested on a power system with 10 generators.
The paper is organized as follows: next section describes problem formulation of power generation cost function. Section 3 describes genetic algorithm to find the optimal scheduling of power. Section 4 describes the results of the optimal algorithm in a one-day case study. Finally, the last section summarizes the results and future works.
Problem Formulation
The objective of the generation scheduling problem is to minimize the system operation cost. This cost includes the fuel cost for generating power and the start up cost over the entire study time span, while satisfying the system operating constraints, e.g., power balance, unit generation limits, minimum up/down times, etc [2] .
The list of symbols used in this paper is as follows: The objective of the problem is to minimize,
Generally, the fuel cost, )) ( ( t P F i i per unit in any given time interval is a function of the generator power output. Most frequently used cost function is in the form of
where i a , i b , and i c represents the unit cost coefficients. The start up cost of generator depends on times that the unit has been off prior to start up.
where i α , i β , and i τ represents the start up cost coefficients.
The constraints for the problem are: 1) System power balance
2) Unit generation limits
3) Unit minimum up/down time
Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithms (GA) were first described by John Holland, who presented them as an abstraction of biological evolution and gave a theoretical mathematical framework for adaptation. GA are a method of moving from one population of "chromosomes" (bit strings representing candidate solutions to a problem), to a new population of solutions using selection, together with a set of genetic operators of crossover, mutation and inversion. Each chromosome consists of "genes" (e.g. bits) with each gene representing an instance of a particular "allele" (e.g. a 0 or 1). Genetic algorithms have become increasingly popular in recent years in science and engineering disciplines [3] .
The distinguishing feature of a GA with respect to other function optimization techniques is that the search towards an optimum solution proceeds not by incremental changes to a single structure (candidate solution) but by maintaining a population of solutions from which new structures are created using the genetic operators. GA use random choice as a tool to guide a highly adaptive and explorative search through a coding of the parameter space.
The cost is to be minimized for each unit in each time interval over the whole scheduling period. The fitness function for the minimization problem is given in equation (1).
Simulation
The test system consists of 10 generating units. The generator parameters, fuel costs and the load demand profiles used for the GA analysis are shown in Table 1 and 2. The time step interval is one hour. The program is written in Matlab using Global Optimization Toolbox [4] .
A number of tests on the performance of the genetic algorithm have been carried out. The following control parameters have been used:  Population size: 100  Generation: 200  Crossover probability: 0.8  Mutation probability: 0.01  Elite copies: 10 Table 3 is the optimal commitment schedule. The schedule satisfies MUT and MDT constraints and has a minimum value of total operating cost. The results give the same power generations for all load demands as shown in Fig. 1 . 
Conclusions
The performance of the genetic algorithm on the test system demonstrates that it can provide good unit schedules for a power system. The power of the GA presented above relies on the selection and grading of the fitness function to differentiate between good and bad solutions. The method guarantees the production of solutions that do not violate system or unit constraints, so long as there are enough generators available in the selection pool to meet the required load demand. The GA approach has demonstrated an ability to provide accurate and feasible solutions within reasonable computational times, making this a very attractive method for the solution of the generator scheduling problem.
